TWO-TON TO FIVE-TON CAPACITY – 50ZP
PACKAGED AIR CONDITIONER

INNOVATION AND ECONOMY IN A SINGLE PACKAGE

ENJOY THE COMFORT AND VALUE OF CARRIER COOLING.
INNOVATION
When it comes to air conditioning,
you know that value is more than
merely a question of price. Does the unit
operate efficiently, keeping monthly energy
use down? Is it built to last? Will it deliver
cool, comfortable air to your home, year after
year? You’ll find that with Carrier’s 50ZP
packaged air conditioner, the answers are
clearly “yes.” But the 50ZP offers more than
efficient, reliable operation. It’s also a clear
example of Carrier innovation: the 50ZP is
the first air conditioner in the world with a
drain pan that won’t rust, ever. That means
you can depend on your 50ZP to operate
for years with none of the costly “rust-out”
problems common with some other units. So
plan to keep your “cool” for a good long time!

ENERGY-EFFICIENT
10.0 Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio
(SEER) rating. Compared to an old 7.0
SEER unit, the 50ZP can reduce your cooling
energy bills by up to 25%. Ask your dealer for
an estimate of what a new 50ZP will save you,
considering your climate and type of home
construction. With its optional electric heat
package, the 50ZP can provide uninterrupted
comfort, year-round.

PERFORMANCE
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Dependability and energy efficiency is
provided in part by the reciprocating compressor. The single most important component of
the air conditioning system, this compressor is
engineered for years of economical operation.
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Enhanced heating comfort can be installed
quickly and easily with Carrier’s cartridge-style
heater accessory. This auxiliary heating source
helps to provide added comfort during extracold winter conditions. The efficient blowthrough design easily drops into the blower unit
to reduce dealer installation time.
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Quiet delivery of conditioned air is one of
the benefits of our precision-tuned, high-efficiency blower motor. This motor is designed to
work perfectly with most duct systems.
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Enhanced indoor air quality comes from our
combination of foil-sealed insulation and a
sloped drain pan. Insulation is easier to clean,
and the sloped drain pan minimizes standing
water inside the unit to limit bacteria growth.
Because bacteria can be spread with the delivery of conditioned air, minimizing its growth can
actually improve the quality of indoor air.
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Superior rust protection is provided by our
super-tough, high-tech composite base pan.
This one-piece base pan is made of an innovative material that completely eliminates the possibility for rust and the premature replacement
common with some standard metal pans.
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Enhanced airflow with the Carrier "swept" fan
blade promotes quieter, more energy efficient
operation. This new design moves air more
effectively while reducing noise from air turbulence.

Compact, low-profile design of the
WeatherArmorTM cabinet easily blends into
most exterior landscapes. This durable, watertight casing resists corrosion for years of
attractive good looks. The louvered grille allows
for proper airflow while protecting the unit’s coil
against damage from rocks, sticks, lawn/garden equipment and sporting equipment.
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BUILT TO LAST
1

Revolutionary base pan. Molded from the
same high-strength material often used for automobile bumpers, the 50ZP base includes an
integrated drain pan of the same tough material.
Unlike the pans on some air conditioners, which
are subject to rust and can lead to premature
unit replacement, the integrated 50ZP base pan
is 100% corrosion-proof. This simple feature
can literally add years to the operating life of
your air conditioner.
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DESIGN

Carrier’s thermostats
maximize the
performance of
Carrier indoor
weather systems.
Ask your dealer
for more detailed
information.

Low-profile design. This air conditioner fits
where others can’t and it’s compact, too, so it
will blend beautifully with your home and landscape. While other units require that multiple
side panels be removed for routine servicing, the
top-access design of the 50ZP speeds routine
maintenance tasks like coil cleaning, further
reducing the costs of maintaining uninterrupted
comfort year after year. The 50ZP is designed
for easy, horizontal duct connection.
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Always look for these symbols, the
air conditioning seals of certified
performance, efficiency and
capacity.

WA R R A N T Y
Carrier guarantees your indoor weather with written
product and component warranties. We offer a fiveyear limited warranty on the compressor, the most
important single component of your cooling system.
The entire unit is covered by a one-year limited
warranty. Ask your Indoor Weather Expert for details.

